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'Gone with the Wind' 
pulled over racist 
portrayals

June 11, 2020

HBO Max has removed film "Gone with the Wind" 
from its recently launched streaming service over its 
depiction of slavery. It joins other media companies 
that have pulled controversial TV shows as demand 
for racial sensitivity increases across the country.

1. It’s a film known for its romance                                                                                                
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

2-1. But "Gone with the Wind"                                                                                                      
2-2. as America reckons with systematic racism                                                                                   
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

3-1. Now, HBO Max streaming service                                                                                       
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
3-2. to return later                                                                                                                           
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Darnell Hunt, Dean of Social Sciences at The University of California weighed in: 
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"It was an amazing film by cinematic standards obviously, an Academy award winner, 
historically significant. On the other hand, it's a film which glorifies plantation slavery.  So, 
it's certainly not the type of image and not the type of message that one wants to circulate 
when we're in the middle of the biggest urban unrest since probably the late 1960.”

4-1. The film set a milestone in Hollywood when supporting actress Hattie McDaniel,            
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
4-2. became    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

5. Yet her experience at the awards night                                                                                         　

April Reign, who started the hashtag #oscarssowhite, explains:
"She wasn't even allowed to attend the premiere of 'Gone with the Wind', Hattie McDaniel. 
You know, they eventually let her into the ballroom the night of the Oscars but she had to sit 
way in the back and in fact, the people from, I guess, the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts 
and Sciences, who run the Oscars, wanted to temper her speech to ensure that she didn't say 
anything that was too negro at the time and she did anyway to her credit.”

6. A statement from WarnerMedia, which runs HBO Max,                                                          
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

7. However it said that it quote "depicts some of the ethnic and racial prejudices that have, 
unfortunately.                                                                                                                                  

8. And to be clear —                                                                                                                       
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

9. 24 hours later, Amazon reaped the benefits                                                                              
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

10-1. As the momentum                                                                                                                
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
10-2. Reign hopes                                                                                                                        
      
"I hope that the studios strike while the iron is hot. You know, I don't want to see a plethora 
of resistance films a year from now, you know, where there's some interracial couple who 
find love at a protest or some crap. I think there are much deeper stories that need to be 
told.”

[Vocabulary]
◻civil war: a war fought between different groups of people within the same country
◻the Civil War: the war between the North (the Union) and the South (the Confederacy) 
in the U.S. (1861-65)
◻scrutiny: careful examination of someone or something
・The diet industry comes under scrutiny in tonight’s program.

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/fought
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/different
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・The President promised a government open to public scrutiny. 

・His private life came under media scrutiny.

◻reckon with: to consider something important when you are making plans and so be 
prepared for it
・Napoleon had not reckoned with the severity of the Russian winter.

・The new president will have to reckon with the angry voices of all those who voted for 

him if he fails to deliver on his campaign promises.
◻perpetuate: to make something such as a situation or process continue, especially one 
that is wrong, unfair, or dangerous
・Current economic policy only serves to perpetuate the divide between the rich and the 

poor.
◻popular culture: the types of entertainment that most people in a society enjoy, for 
example movies, television programs, and popular music 　
・images in mainstream literature and popular culture

・the power of television as a purveyor of popular culture throughout the world

◻HBO Max: an American subscription video on demand streaming service from 
WarnerMedia Entertainment, a division of AT&T's WarnerMedia.  The service launched on 
May 27, 2020.
HBO Max is based on WarnerMedia's HBO premium TV service and includes all of its 
programming, as well as a range of additional original programming and library content 
from all parts of WarnerMedia, as well as third-party content providers from which 
WarnerMedia bought streaming rights.
◻Darnell Hunt: (born 1962) is an American sociologist and academic administrator. He is 
the dean of Social Sciences at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), where he 
is also a professor of Sociology and African American Studies, and the former director of 
the Ralph J. Bunche Center for African American Studies. He is the author or editor of four 
books, and annual reports on the lack of diversity in the film industry.
◻Dean: a senior official at a college or university 
・She was Dean of the Science faculty at Sophia University.

◻weigh in: to become involved in something 
・I just wanted to weigh in with some comments.

・The President's political advisers also weighed in on the plan.

◻glorify: to make someone or something seem more impressive than they really are 
・the banning of songs glorifying war and racism. 

・This magazine in no way glorifies gangs.

◻circulate: to pass from place to place or person to person; if information or ideas 
circulate, one person talks or writes about them to another, so that more and more people 
start to know about them
・Rumors began to circulate that the chairman was going to resign.
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・Public employees, teachers and liberals are circulating a petition for his recall.

◻unrest: angry or violent behavior by people who are protesting against something: If 
there is unrest in a particular place or society, people are expressing anger and 
dissatisfaction about something, often by demonstrating or rioting.
・There is growing unrest among students in several major cities.

・The capital city is facing growing political unrest.

◻Hattie McDaniel: (June 10, 1893 – October 26, 1952) was an American actress, singer-
songwriter, and comedian.  She is best known for her role as "Mammy” in Gone with the 
Wind (1939), for which she won the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress, becoming 
the first African American to win an Oscar.
◻milestone: an event or achievement that marks an important stage in a process; an 
important event in the history or development of something or someone
・This film was a milestone in the history of cinema.

・Starting school is a milestone for both children and parents.

◻Oscar: an annual award by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for 
achievements in motion picture production and performance 
◻hashtag: a word with the symbol # in front of it, used especially in microblogging to 
identify or search for subjects of interest ◻#oscarssowhite: #OscarsSoWhite is a hashtag 
used to call out the lack of diversity—especially people of color but also women and the 
LGBTQ community—in nominations for the Academy Awards, or Oscars. It has expanded 
as a call for greater inclusion of marginalized groups in all aspects of the film industry.
◻premiere: the first public performance of a movie
・the world premiere of his latest movie

◻ballroom: large room used mainly for dancing
・Our ballroom accommodates over 300 guests and has a large dance floor.

・She booked a band and rented the main ballroom of the hotel for the reception.

◻the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences: AMPAS is located in Beverly Hills 
in the Samuel Goldwyn Theatre. The Samuel Goldwyn Theatre is a world-class, Oscar 
statue surrounded theatre that hosts movie premieres and other special events. It is most 
widely known for broadcasting the annual Academy Awards, Oscars and silent movie 
screenings with accompanying orchestra.
◻temper: to make something less strong or extreme, especially by adding something that 
has the opposite effect; to temper something means to make it less extreme
・hot, sunny days tempered by a light breeze

・The time had come to temper idealism with reality.

◻to one's credit: A phrase acknowledging that one deserves credit or recognition for 
something positive.
・To his credit, he has donated consistently without requesting anything in return.
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◻WarnerMedia: an American multinational mass media and entertainment conglomerate 
owned by AT&T and headquartered in New York City. It was originally formed in 1990 by 
Steve Ross as Time Warner, from the merger of Time Inc. and Warner Communications.
◻ethnic: relating to a group of people who have the same culture and traditions
・Canada is home to many different ethnic groups.

・The country’s population consists of three main ethnic groups.

◻commonplace: not unusual; If something is commonplace, it happens often or is often 
found, and is therefore not surprising.
・It is now commonplace for people to use the Internet at home.

・Foreign vacations have become commonplace.

◻to be clear: it is used to say something should be comprehensible or interpretable.
・Now, to be clear, I like American pop culture.

◻stream: If you stream music, films, or television programmes, you play them directly 
from the internet. 
・A smart TV gives you the ability to stream TV shows and movies on demand.

・You can stream music to your stereo system from your mobile phone.

◻reap: to get something as a result of something that you do
◻reap the benefit: If you reap the benefits or the rewards of something, you enjoy the 
good things that happen as a result of it.
・We will all reap the benefits of this important research.

・We are not in this to reap immense financial rewards.

◻momentum: progress or development that is becoming faster or stronger
・Interest in human rights issues has gained momentum.

・We must maintain the momentum of reform.

◻plethora: a greater amount than you need or want 
・In Grafton Street there was a plethora of well-dressed women.

・He had a plethora of reasons, none of which she needed to know.

◻interracial: involving or consisting of people who belong to different races　　
・interracial couples/marriage/harmony

◻crap: nonsense; something that is of bad quality: 
things that are useless, not wanted, or not important
・Cut that crap! 

・Enough legal crap! This is why I hate lawyers. 

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the 

English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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